
Features

Proprietary 40 watts power, signal and control
over Ethernet to each speaker

Continuous speaker monitoring via system software

Compatible with any DanteTM-enabled system

Includes STNet-Switch, power supply and selected
in-ceiling and surface-mount speakers

Easy system wiring with Cat5 or Cat6 between the
switch, the speakers and all other endpoints

Each speaker can be individually EQ’d and calibrated

UL 60950 in STNet-Switch and power supply,
UL 60065 on speakers, CE and CB on all

Applications

Healthcare

Higher Education

Hospitality

Sound Masking

Themed Entertainment

Retail

Hotels

Restaurants

Conference Centers



System Monitoring

 

In-House Network Switch
(not included)

Dante System Controller

Add Additional STNet-Switches
for more than 16 SpeakersGigabit port

Gigabit port

IPD-SM500i-II IPD-CM82-BGM IPD-CM52s-BGM IPD-CM62-BGM

High power PoE port (Ethernet connection)

Audio Device

Power Supply

IPD Series
Dante-Compatible Speakers



Powerful, Self-Monitoring PoE Speaker System

Dante-Enabled IPD4 Speakers

The IP4 speakers share the same features as SoundTube’s IP addressable speakers but now give the user the abili-
ty to power more than one speaker from a CAT5 or 6 run. The IPD4 master speaker has output terminals that will 
power up to 3 additional passive speakers of the same kind. When deployed in this con�guration the cost per room 
drops considerably. The speakers are compatible with SoundTube’s STNet system and can be used with either 
SoundTube’s High power STNet-Switch or with a PoE or PoE plus switch.

SoundTube Control Center

Dante-Enabled Installed Speaker System

The SoundTube STNet system is an IP-addressable speaker system with proprietary 40 watts PoE (Power over 
Ethernet) to each of its speakers. The system includes a rack mountable 16-port switch, rach mountable power 
supply and in-ceiling and surface-mount PoE-powered speakers. In addition to the 16 Ethernet ports, the 
STNet-Switch includes two gigabit ports to connect control DSPs within a DanteTM network and is also used for 
linking additional switches. Monitoring software is available to visually check the status of all the speakers by Zone. 

Using the DanteTM audio standard as its backbone, the system allows each SoundTube speaker on the network to 
be powered, controlled and receive the digital audio signal via its Ethernet cable. Setup and EQ are highly �exible. 
Each speaker can receive different audio signals, can be set up as part of a zone or in its own zone, and reports its 
status to SoundTube's IP monitoring software. If an issue occurs, the affected zone will be highlighted on the moni-
tor screen, and the user can click on the highlighted area to see the nature of the problem.



IPD-SM500i-II*

IPD-CM52-BGM* IPD-CM62-BGM* IPD-CM82-BGM*
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